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Abstract 

The increased consumption of textile and clothing over the years has led to 

overconsumption of natural resources that has resulted in emissions of greenhouse gas, 

discharging pollution in the environment as well human impacts have put textile industry 

under strict scrutiny worldwide. It is widely discussed in the literature that the awareness 

and knowledge of environmental issues can lead to pro-environmental behaviour, on the 

other hand it has been also discussed that not only knowledge but there are number of 

barriers that hinder pro-environmental consumerism. This study is aimed to explore the 

barriers consumers face when shopping for environmentally friendly clothing in Iceland. 

Six data collection sessions were conducted, that is four focus group interviews and two 

individual interviews, with a total of 19 interviewees. The data was analysed by 

conducting a thematic analysis that gave rise to three main themes: characteristics of 

environmentally friendly clothing, purchasing behaviour and barriers hindering pro-

environmental consumption, and role of government and clothing stores. Additionally, 

15 sub-themes emerged, associated to the main themes. The barriers that were most 

related to consumption practices in Iceland were the high cost of environmentally 

friendly clothing and limited availability of stores as well as, sizes, style, and other choices 

in Iceland. This thesis provides important insights related to the barriers, mainly the 

market being so small because of the small population that environmentally friendly 

clothing or second-hand clothing is scarcely available and if available, it still seems to be 

more expensive than large fast fashion brands. The study also helps providing suggestions 

for stores to make environmentally friendly clothing more visible by making designated 

sections and proper labelling. For the government, the suggestion is to make processes 

easy for the environmentally friendly clothing brands as well as second-hand clothing 

stores by reducing taxes and introducing grant schemes. 
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1 Introduction 

During the last few centuries, human interaction with nature has led to overconsumption 

of natural resources (Crompton & Kasser, 2019). The effect can be seen as greenhouse 

gasses emissions since 2010 have increased by 1.4 per cent per year on average (UNEP, 

2020). Industries like textile and clothing, are heavy users of water and energy, and high 

polluters (Hasanbeigi, & Price, 2015). For instance, there are more than 8.000 harmful 

chemicals released during the cotton production process and finishing of textile products 

(Eryuruk, 2012), along with use of high amount of freshwater and energy in the form of 

electricity and heat. As a result, this sector is responsible of considerable amount of 

pollution related to water and air pollution (Toprak & Anis, 2017). 

Aside from the environmental cost, safety issues related to the textile industry have 

affected employees as well as firms. Some companies have been fined as much as 55.000 

US dollars for the violation of safety guidelines provided by authorities (Cline, 2013). In 

2013, after cracks appeared in the eight-storey building of Rana Plaza, in Bangladesh, the 

building collapsed killing around 1100 workers. These cases show that the industry is not 

only responsible for environmental impacts, but that human lives have been affected by 

the textile industries as well (Donaghey, & Reinecke, 2018). The regulations on these 

industries are inadequate, thus putting much responsibility on citizens seeking to change 

the textile and clothing industry through their consumption practices (Austgulen, 2016). 

There are few reasons of consumption that are discussed in the literature, which are 

not only related to fulfilling ones’ basic needs, Solomon (2004), recognizes four types of 

activities related to consumption. These types are the following: 

• consumption as an experience that relates to emotions and reactions to 

product(s), 

• integration relating to use of product that makes one part of the society, 

•  classification scale, which refers to the kind of products consumers choose, 

and places consumer on how we are seen by our surroundings and society, 

• game or leisure activity.  
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Keeping in mind the consumption practices related to clothing, the aim of this study is 

to explore the barriers consumers face when shopping for environmentally friendly 

clothing and green textile products in Iceland. Previous studies indicate that consumers 

are to some extent willing to pay more for environmentally friendly clothing, in different 

countries including some Scandinavian countries like Finland (Niinimäki, 2010; Lee, 2011). 

However, there are several studies conduct over time, about attitude-behaviour gap, 

when it comes to consumption of environmentally friendly clothing. The knowledge, 

awareness and environmental consciousness does contribute to behaviour but it doesn´t 

reflect in the actions, despite of having knowledge/awareness, being conscious about the 

environment and being willing to pay for environmentally friendly products, it is reported 

in numerous studies that there is a gap between attitudes and behaviour (Hines et al., 

1987; Blake, 1999; Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002; Connell, 2010; Singh & Verma, 2017). 

These studies refer to the point that there are other reasons that the environmentally 

friendly consumption actions are not taken by the consumer and these reasons, barriers 

or hurdles are discussed widely. When it comes to Iceland, there is not much research 

conducted, about the consumption behaviours amongst consumers regarding 

environmentally friendly clothing (Lebas, 2017), yet much research has been conducted 

in other countries relating to the consumption behaviour, as well as the barriers 

consumers face to becoming more a pro-environmental. In Iceland, research on barriers 

consumers face in terms of environmentally friendly clothing has not been conducted to 

the best of the researcher’s knowledge. 

This thesis aims to fill this gap by conducting the research in Iceland and providing 

insight into the views of the consumers themselves, experts, clothing store owners and 

officials from different institutions, about the barriers faced by the public in Iceland, in 

terms of becoming pro-environmental consumers of clothing. This study will provide 

information and insights to policies and decisions that may help reduce the number or 

remove these barriers in the market. 

The thesis is comprised of 6 chapters summarized as follows. Chapter 1 introduces the 

effects of the textile industry on the environment and humans, consumption practices, 

the gap between consumers’ attitudes and behaviours and the objectives of the research. 

Chapter 2 provides the literature review on consumption practices, factors behind the 
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consumption, concepts about environmentally friendly clothing, awareness, willingness 

to pay among the consumers, the attitude-behaviour gap, and different kinds of barriers 

consumers face while shopping. In chapter 3, the details about the methodology used in 

data collection for this research is given. Chapter 4 includes the findings from the focus 

groups and the individual interviews, providing the details of the kinds of barriers 

consumers face while shopping in Iceland. Chapter 5 provides a discussion about the 

findings for the qualitative research of the study, limitations and recommendations, and 

chapter 6 includes the conclusion for the research findings. 
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2 Literature Review 

Jonah Peretti, an assistant adjunct professor at the New York University, confronted by 

sending a chain of emails to NIKE after receiving his order of shoes with the name saying 

sweatshop. In 2001, these emails reached a lot of people and led to the NIKE sweatshop 

labour campaign, resulting in the boycott of NIKE running shoes. This is one example of 

how citizen mobilization can pose threats and risks to the sales of a company (Micheletti 

et al., 2004; Stolle and Micheletti, 2013). Such example of citizen mobilization where the 

consumers choose the products and brands which are focused on changing the practices 

based to ethics and better environmental management, is termed as political 

consumerism (Micheletti et al., 2012). Such political consumerism shows that consumers’ 

consistency and commitment can bring about changes which can be evident through 

veganism, vegetarianism, or minimalist living (Micheletti et al., 2012). 

For consumers to make decisions about what and when to consume, there are few 

factors that are discussed in the literature that may influence them in their consumption 

practices (Lebas, 2017).  

• Personal factors are unique for everyone, and are about age, place of living, 

occupation, economic conditions, personality, sex, and environmental 

consciousness (Horska & Sparke 2007). 

• Psychological factors refer to motivation, knowledge and skills, perception, 

position and lifestyle (Stávková, Stejskal & Toufarová, 2008). 

• Situational factors are mainly the social environment, the physical environment 

of the place of purchase, and time (Stávková, Stejskal & Toufarová, 2008). 

• Cultural factors include culture, class, norms, beliefs, ideas and the social 

behaviour of a particular society (Lebas, 2017). 

• Social factors include group, family and social status (Lebas, 2017). 

Over the last few decades, psychologists and sociologists have been studying pro-

environmental behaviour in terms of the environment and the human interaction within 

the environment. Pro-environmental behaviour, green behaviour, and other concepts 
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like environmentally friendly consumption, build upon studies of direct and indirect 

impacts of humans on nature and explore why people act in an environmentally 

responsible manner and what kind of difficulties they face in the process. These concepts 

describe the conscious efforts of humans as they try to reduce the effect of their 

consumptive behaviours on nature (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002). 

A study conducted in Mexico showed that most consumers were aware of their buying 

and consumption patterns regarding textile products, and they felt that it was important 

for textile and clothing companies to adopt sustainable practices across their entire 

supply chain (Deschamps et al., 2017). Another study in Finland, found that participants 

believed ethical values are strong drivers for buying eco-friendly clothes and other 

products and that more than 90% of the participants responded that they were willing to 

pay more for environmentally friendly clothes (Niinimäki, 2010). It was found that 

consumers who are engaged in more fashionable consumption are more likely to be a 

heavy purchaser of clothes, thus causing more harm to the environment by over-

consumption of natural resources. Because of the over-consumption, such type of 

consumers is thought to have less environmental knowledge and/or consciousness 

(Grunert, 1993). Awareness, knowledge, or education about environmental degradation 

can help change the attitude of consumers to consume more eco-friendly products 

including textile which can also be a motivation to pay more for these products (Dickson, 

2000; Domina & Koch, 1998). The consumers’ acceptability can also be increased by the 

awareness and education as it was inferred that when it comes to recycled or reclaimed 

textile, consumers can be more accepting when they have better knowledge of such 

clothing (Hawley, 2006). As the consumers are now more aware of the processes related 

to paper and plastic recycling, more and more countries are moving towards it; similarly, 

by educating consumer as well waste management service on reusing textiles, it can be 

useful when it comes to tackling the issue of environmental problems related to textiles 

(Domina & Koch, 2002)  

However, even after much information and knowledge the behaviour can not 

necessarily change because of barriers faced like high cost of engaging in pro-

environmental behaviour, lack of time and unwillingness to make an effort (Kollmuss & 

Agyeman, 2002). 
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Another study conducted in the United States of America (US) showed that consumers 

who were more concerned about the environment and made more effort to conserve 

energy and natural resources were willing to pay more for environmentally friendly 

clothes (Lee, 2011). Even if consumers are willing to pay more and want to be responsible 

as consumers, retailers have not paid attention to promoting the sale of environmentally 

friendly clothing which can be partly aided by altering the layout of stores (Hyllegard et 

al., 2006). It is widely understood that the store atmosphere, which includes physical 

design, placement of products and décor may have an impact on the behaviour of the 

consumers. As explained by Yuan et al., 2021, there is a relationship between consumer 

experience and the architectural design of the store, since it is helpful for costumers when 

it comes to efficiently allocating time and energy in the store (Yuan et al., 2021). Not only 

the physical factors, but also the ambient scent has proved to be very important for the 

consumer experience, as the consumers tend to develop an impression of the store 

(Ward et al., 2004). Bitner, 1992 explains how environmental features of the store can 

affect the consumer experience, such as lighting, colours, temperature, scent, signs, 

complexity of layout especially in self-service settings (Bitner, 1992). The physical 

environment of the stores, sometimes terms such as “concept stores”, have proved to 

play a vital role in consumers experience by developing meaning and enhancing the 

appreciation of it as a store (Peñaloza, 1998). A study conducted in 2006 in the US, for an 

outdoor clothing and equipment store, found that the perception influenced the decision 

of consumers shopping at the store, mainly by the store’s design, artwork, and use of 

natural light (Hyllegard et al., 2006). In the literature, the researchers have defined these 

issues as internal or external barriers that consumers face while purchasing (Lebas, 2017). 

In the past, models and frameworks for analysing pro-environmental behaviour have 

been based on knowledge and awareness leading to pro-environmental behaviour. These 

models assumed that knowledge and education of consumers would increase pro-

environmental behaviour, which turned out not to be the case (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 

2002). The earliest models explain how the knowledge of environmental issues can result 

in pro-environmental behaviour, and it was believed that if consumers are aware of 

environmental issues, the sheer knowledge will be able to help them take 

environmentally friendly actions. This model is depicted in  Figure 1 below: 
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Figure 1: Early models of pro-environmental behaviour. Source: Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002, page 241 

These models were later proved not to be useful as more models were developed by 

various researchers, analysing the previously developed models, showing that the 

relationship between knowledge and attitude about environmental issues to pro-

environmental behaviour was found not to be so strong (Hines et al., 1987). Recent 

studies explain how behaviours are not translated into action while shopping for 

environmentally friendly products by pointing to other limitations that consumers face 

(Singh & Verma, 2017). Blake (1999) talks about the limitations consumers face while 

shopping and that pro-environmental attitude is not necessarily reflected in purchasing 

behaviour (Blake, 1999). Blake (1999) also discusses a number of barriers that come in 

between the desired behaviour or action of consumers who are concerned about 

environmental issues and have plenty of knowledge and awareness. Figure 2 below 

adopted from Blake (1999) shows the barriers that hinder an environmentally concerned 

person in taking pro-environmental actions. 

 

Environmental 
knowledge

Environmental 
attitude

Pro-
environmental 

behaviour
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Figure 2: Barriers between environmental concern and actions. Source: Blake, 1999, page 267 

Blake 1999 presents 3 types of barriers as presented above in Figure 2, and listed in 

more depth in the following bullet points:  

1. Individual barriers that refer to a person´s position, where the environment is 

important to a person, but the actions are overcome by factors like lack of 

interest, laziness, and person considering themselves to be a wrong person to 

take actions which are related to environmental consciousness like 

campaigning.  

2. The second box represents the barrier related to responsibility, which concerns 

a person’s social factors, where the individual wants to support environmental 

actions, but they feel it will not make a difference if they take such actions on 

their own. Whereas the responsibility of taking such actions, one considers to 

be a group activity rather than personal. For example, people who don’t own a 

property themselves won’t work on environmental improvement projects 

because it will not be benefiting them directly.  

3. The third box relates to practical barriers, where an individual both wants to 

take environmental actions and takes responsibility for such actions but still 

doesn’t engage in them. At this point, a person is restricted from taking 

environmental action because of practical issues that include institutional 

constraints, facilities like recycling and public transportation, lack of time, lack 

of resources (e.g., money), insufficient storage space and others. 

Individuality
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More recently, a study conducted in the US about the barriers consumers are facing 

while engaging in shopping for environmentally friendly clothing, described these barriers 

as internal and external and are briefly discussed in what follows (Connell, 2010).  

 

2.1 Internal barriers facing consumers 

Limited knowledge of the impact of clothing on the environment is an important barrier 

that consumers face, as described in a paper by Leiserowitz (2005), suggesting that most 

people do not completely understand the seriousness of environmental problems like 

climate change and its impacts on humans. Ballew et al. (2019) discussed that people 

have a constrained risk perception since they do not have personal experience with 

climate change. The same paper claims that nearly half of the US public neither know nor 

accept that climate change is manmade (Ballew et al., 2019). Similarly, impacts of the 

clothing and fashion industry, are not well known to consumers i.e., that is one of the 

world’s most polluting industries, consuming precious natural resources in huge amounts 

and discharging pollution in air as well as in water ways without any prior filtration and 

treatment (Hasanbeigi, & Price, 2015). The manufacturing process, operation side and 

the impact of the clothing industry on the environment as well as on the human lives is 

not much known the final consumer (Cervellon & Wernerfelt, 2012). 

As discussed above, it is not only the knowledge or lack of knowledge that affects the 

consumer behaviour but many other factors. Consumers’ lifestyles and personal 

characteristics, such as various demographics like sex, age, education, race, etc. are also 

considered as barriers, although this barrier category is not as strong as the others in 

terms of pro-environmental consumption (Goldsmith, 2015). 

Lack of resources, including financial resources, is another strong barrier faced by pro-

environmental consumers, but studies show that green products like organic food or 

green electricity solutions, such solar panels, are costly and income is directly correlated 

to behaving in a pro-environmental manner (Thøgersen, 2014). 

Cultural barrier is another factor that hinders pro-environmental consumerism, 

explained by the studies as needs versus desires behaviour, which is set by a standard of 

comparison in a culture affecting the consumption choices in society (Swim et al., 2011).  
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As consumer culture theory explains, consumption is more likely to help consumers 

establish individual or collective identities as well as lifestyle goals. It does so by 

experiential consumption activities where collective identities such as shared beliefs, 

meanings, mythologies, rituals, social practices and status are nurtured by consumption 

activities like fandom, countercultural lifestyles, temporary consumption communities, 

skydiving, etc. Cultural theory research shows that this kind of consumption is likely to 

spread quickly in a group of people, hence forming a consumptive culture (Arnould & 

Thompson, 2005).  

A society’s cultural values, define what is right or wrong, or what are the general 

preferences is an important barrier or an enabler. For example, in Hangzhou, China, there 

is a strong bike-sharing culture to help address problems like traffic and pollution. There 

are more are than 60.000 bikes available for the public to use for free for the first hour, 

then a minimal fee for the second hour, and so on, that helped citizens to use more readily 

available bikes to commute short distances, saving time and money rather than waiting 

for public transport or using cars. This bike sharing culture helps fight climate change and 

also promote a healthy lifestyle (Goldsmith, 2015).  

Yet another barrier identified in literature is that actions with constant and satisfying 

conditions and consequences, tend to become habits. The repeated actions gradually 

develop into habits for everyday actions, one´s family and/or personal habits have an 

impact on those daily life actions (Ding et al., 2018). This lifestyle acts as barrier while 

shopping and makes consumers shop for similar types of clothes again and again 

(Thøgersen, 2014). In recent studies, it has been shown that positive habits can influence 

consumption practices, specifically related to energy consumption citizens of both urban 

and rural areas (Ding et al., 2017). Habits like the use of warm clothes inside instead of 

using heating systems, have positive influences on intentions and decision making related 

to energy conservation (Girod et al., 2017). Habits like these can become a barrier in 

terms of consumption and change of behaviour when it comes to consumption related 

to clothing. 

A study conducted by Wells, Ponting, and Peattie (2010), found a relationship between 

pro-environmental consumerism and consumers taking responsibility of their part in pro-

climate change actions. The study discussed how the consumers who are frequent 
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travellers are more likely to consider environmental factors while purchasing and making 

other decisions, as opposed to decisions taken for special activities or for travelling (Wells 

et al., 2010). This phenomenon was acknowledged by McDonalds et al. (2006) as a group 

of consumers named ‘exceptors’, that would like to make sustainable behaviour changes 

in their lifestyle but keep few behaviours outside of this change circle, like travelling 

abroad frequently or car ownership. Emotions like denial and delegating responsibility to 

others, act as a big barrier for pro-environmental consumption (Goldsmith, 2015). 

2.2 External barriers facing consumers 

The biggest external barrier that consumers face is the physical one, where the physical 

infrastructure is limited, as explained by Gifford et al. (2011). For instance, cycling is 

considered an environmentally friendly option for reducing emissions from vehicles but 

can be limited by the lack of bike tracks and lanes in cities. Therefore, it becomes difficult 

and dangerous for the cyclist to ride a bike on roads (Gifford et al., 2011). Similarly, 

studies have found that store-related attributes like inadequate supply of 

environmentally friendly clothing, store design, store convenience and other limitations 

in the structure of clothing stores makes it difficult for consumers to be pro-

environmental consumers (Chan & Wong, 2012). 

Social norms and culture also play a vital role in ones’ pro-environmental behaviour 

(Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002). Individuals, depending on their social group or culture, and 

the culture of the countries they belong to, tend to show different behaviours; small and 

highly populated countries versus the large and resource-rich countries, tend to be more 

resource conscious (Gifford et al., 2011). For example, Italy in the European Union, is the 

biggest consumer of clothing products (Courault, 2004; Eurostat, 2017). The Italian 

fashion system comes from the culture of aristocratic taste, where the small city-states 

were exposed to arts, décor, and clothes which were very stylish (Mora, 2004). This 

aesthetic escalation gave rise to the importance of elegance and beauty in different social 

classes, irrespective of socio-economic status. The country’s culture chose clothing to use 

it to express oneself, defining unity and bond to code of taste (Crane & Bovone, 2006). 

Institutional barriers also affect pro-environmental behaviours of consumers, since as 

is discussed in the literature consumers are more likely to take pro-environmental actions 
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if the required infrastructure is present. For instance, if the facilities for recycling are 

present, like separate public disposal bins for plastic, paper, metal or glass; recycling 

units, or recycling trash pick-up facilities, the consumers are more like to sort the waste 

and more prone to focus on recycling. Similarly, the decision of use of public 

transportation can be influenced by the presence of good transportation facilities, the 

poorer the facilities that are provided, the less likely consumers are to use them (Kollmuss 

& Agyeman, 2002).  

The government of South Korea implemented an infrastructure model that was used 

to develop several walking paths and trails, by the year 2019, in mountains as well as 

along the shores. The government reported that due to the development of 

infrastructure related to walking, running, cycling and outdoor activities, in 2018, 60% of 

the South Koreans and 31% of the visitors have reported to visit the paths and trails (Choi 

& Kim, 2021). Barriers like lack of infrastructure and facilities, come under institutional 

barriers, and can exert quite a large influence on consumer´s decisions. 

Economic factors also act as one of the very important deciding aspects in pro-

environmental consumerism. Consumers are more likely to choose an environmentally 

friendly product while shopping, vs the product which is not environmentally friendly, 

only if the payback period of the environmentally friendly product is short, for instance 

in the purchase of energy efficient appliances (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002). It has been 

discussed in the literature, that pro-environmental behaviour is more likely to be seen in 

a citizen and in a country of more income or higher economic class. The reason given for 

such behaviour in literature is that the citizens of richer countries favour better 

environmental conditions, because of the higher income it is easier to allocate funds 

towards pro-environmental actions. Another reason reflects on how more income makes 

the citizen start paying more attention towards other values including personal welfare, 

well-being and self-development, which leads to better realisation of environmental 

problems and in return pro-environmental behaviours are more common (Gifford & 

Nilsson, 2014). 

Another barrier that hinders pro-environmental behaviour is proximity to the problem 

site. Citizens who are closer to the environmental problem and get affected from it tend 

to care about such issues more than ones further away. For instance, citizens who live 
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near to the waste disposal site will be affected more from it, and in return will be more 

troubled (Gifford & Nilsson, 2014). 
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3 Research methods 

This section presents the research methods employed, explains how the data was 

collected, the sample selected for data collection, and the question framework that was 

used for the purpose of data collection. 

3.1  Data Collection 

The study employed focus group interviews and interviews with individuals as a research 

method to explore the barriers faced by the consumers in their pro-environmental 

consumption of clothing in Iceland (Kamberelis, 2010). The research design focused on 

individuals as well as on the groups of people to gain an in-depth insight of the barriers. 

At first, a literature review was conducted, which was a very important part of this 

research, since it provided an overview of the types of barriers and hurdles consumers 

face generally. The literature review aided in plotting the gaps, ideas, and themes related 

to the topic, which led to the question framework for the exploratory research. Using the 

knowledge gained from the literature, a questions framework was developed and used 

in the interviews as well for the focus group discussion. The exploratory study used semi-

structured questions to understand perceptions, awareness, and experience around the 

topic. This method has been used in literature to explore the experiences of people 

around  services for example health services (Kitzinger, 1994). Since the aim of the study 

was to explore choices, consumers make in everyday life and the barriers consumers face 

in order to be pro-environmental consumers in Iceland, such methodology was selected 

because it is diversely used in the literature to understand the everyday life choices of 

the citizen and experiences and barriers faced by them (Wiklund et al., 2014). The focus 

group and individual interviews were preferred because such methods are a favoured 

method in consumer behaviour research (Chrysochou, 2017). Chrysochou, 2017 explains 

how focus groups help explore the viewpoint of the consumers on different aspects of 

products or brands, varieties offered, brand image, packaging, increases approval of 

consumers and grants researchers the ability to deeply understand the subject matter 

(Chrysochou, 2017). 
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In consumerism research, this methodology is used to explore the motive behind the 

choices consumers make in their daily lives, buying products, using services such as health 

services, online buying services and food consumption, along with the businesses 

employing this method for marketing, subsequently helping brands explore insights and 

concern about specific product types (Nagarkoti, 2014; Geissler, & Zinkhan, 1998; Barrios 

et al., 2008). In this study, the research aimed to ask the interviewees about their 

perceptions of environmentally friendly clothing and brands. The questions were broad 

and open with aim of exploring the views and perspectives from different interviewees 

in the focus groups but moderated by the researcher in order to provide everyone with 

equal opportunity to contribute to the discussions. Open and broad questions where 

often followed up with more specific questions (probes) in order to collect more detailed 

information. The interview framework is attached in Appendix A that was used for the 

data collection. 

3.2 Focus groups and interviews 

The study includes the total of four groups taking part in focus group interviews, and two 

interviews with interviewees, to explore a diverse pool of experiences, perceptions, views 

and thoughts. The interviews were conducted separately with interviewees because the 

individuals found it difficult to be join the focus group due to COVID-19 restrictions in 

Iceland as well as prior commitments at the time the groups were meeting. The first group 

consisted of students from the Environment and Natural Resources graduate programme 

from the University of Iceland. The second group consisted of owners/employees of 

Icelandic second-hand clothing stores around the country. The session with the second-

hand clothing stores provided a good overview of the purchasing patterns related to new 

versus used clothing in Iceland. The third group comprised of the general public which 

were selected based on personal contacts and friends of friends and considered as 

consumers. This group provided good insight about general consumption practices 

related to clothing in Iceland. The fourth group comprised personnel from different 

institutions, these institutions included governmental agencies, policy makers and NGOs. 

The first interview was conducted with the senior employee from one of the very well-

established second-hand clothing stores in Iceland. The second interview was conducted 

with a scholar with experience in business, marketing and sustainable fashion. 
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Table 1: List of the Interviews and number of interviewees 

 ENR students Consumers 
Second-hand 

stores 
Institutions 

Focus 

Groups 

Interviews 

Male 1 5 2 1 

Female 4 2 1 1 

Total 5 7 3 2 

Individual 

Interviews 

Male     

Female   1 1 

Total  5 7 4 3 

 

Table 1 above provides the number of interviewees in all sessions along with the 

number of male and female interviewees present in each session. From the group of 

students of Environmental and Natural Resources, total of 1 male joined and 4 females, 

that combined makes 5 participants. For the consumer group, 5 males and 2 females 

joined making it a total of 7. Second-hand stores total of 3 stores joined, the 2 CEOs of 

different stores were male and 1 female employee from 3rd store. From the governmental 

institutions, 1 male and 1 female joined. Interview with the 1 female expert was 

conducted, and similarly the second-hand store employee from another store was also 

female. All the sessions were conducted online, amidst COVID-19 restrictions in Iceland, 

through Microsoft Teams. 

3.3 Selection of interviewees 

Interviewees were contacted with the help of the supervisors, using personal contacts, 

contacting stores online and the rest using personal references through the snowball 

technique. The interviewees were given a specific time to join the call through Microsoft 

Teams. Interviews, focus groups and individual interviews, were conducted between 

March and September 2021, a total of 19 people joined in different groups and 

categories. 
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The focus group started with a short introduction about the research, the aim of the 

research and a short introduction by each of the interviewees to build rapport. 

Proceeding with the questions one by one, where interviewees were given some time, 

and responded with their experiences, perspectives and ideas related to questions; the 

same questions were also presented during the interview sessions. Each session took 

lasted between one and two hours, depending on the number of interviewees and 

discussion. The sessions were recorded through the in-built feature in the Microsoft 

Teams. Later the recordings were converted to transcripts to formulate results. The 

transcribed files were then coded on the statement level to encourage discussion on 

themes, based on the literature review conducted earlier. The themes explored were 

classified in three categories, which are mentioned in Table 2, see more detailed 

questionnaire in Appendix A.  

Table 2: Themes Explored 

Themes Explored based on the Interview Framework 

Defining environmentally friendly clothing 

Barriers related to clothing 

Role of government, businesses and stores 
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4  Findings 

A diverse range of topics emerged in discussions during the focus group interviews as well 

as in the two additional interviews. This resulted in the emergence of three main themes 

and 15 sub-themes, which are (1) characteristics of environmentally friendly clothing, (2) 

pro-environmental purchase behaviour and barriers hindering pro-environmental 

consumption, and (3) role of government and clothing stores, including second-hand 

clothing stores (see table 3). In addition, the interviews, both individual and focus group 

interviews, also included a discussion about other aspects, such as the impact of 

production of clothing on human lives, eco-labels, clothing disposal methods, and culture 

of second-hand stores as per the questions posed for the discussion according to the 

interview framework, see Appendix A. The themes which emerged from the discussion 

sessions are elaborated in the following sections. 

Table 3: Emerging themes and sub-themes 

Themes Sub-themes 

Characteristics of Environmentally friendly 
clothing 

• Carbon footprint of clothing 

• Recycled and recyclability of clothing 

• Long lasting material 

• Sustainable production of clothing 

Purchasing behaviour and barriers hindering 
pro-environmental consumerism 

• Lack of information on products 

• Buy as little as possible but higher quality 

• High cost of environmentally friendly clothing 

• Availability of stores 

• Non-availability of sizes, style & other choices 

• Buying second-hand 

• Credibility and transparency of the brands 

Role of government and clothing stores 

• Labelling on clothes 

• More visibility of environmentally friendly 
products in stores 

• Financial incentives 

• Public education and awareness 
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4.1 Characteristics of Environmentally friendly clothing 

For the most part, the characteristics of environmentally friendly clothing were clearly 

stated by focus group members and individuals during the interviews. But there seemed 

to be a bit of a confusion related to the characteristics of environmentally friendly 

clothing among the people in the general consumer group as compared to the other 

groups. In this context it is good to point out that this group included interviewees who 

belong and work in different fields than most of the interviewees, including information 

technology, food industry, engineering, and sociology, as compared to the other group 

which included students of the master’s programme in Environment and Natural 

Resources, people working in the Environmental agency and people from the second-

hand clothing stores. Interview interviewees in these groups were aware of 

environmental issues and had more up to date information about the manufacturing 

process of clothing as well as the origin, transportation, and disposal methods in Iceland 

and around the globe. Generally, the responses from all the interviewees, both focus 

group interviewees and individual interviewees, revolved around the carbon footprint of 

clothing, the ability to reuse and recycle, durability, and sustainable production. Only the 

consumer group discussion revolved around just three answers: the footprint of the 

clothing, the materials used in clothing, and sustainable production.  

4.1.1 Carbon footprint of clothing 

The sub-theme of carbon footprint of clothing emerged from the discussions with the 

consumers group, that mainly revolved around lower carbon footprint/emissions of the 

clothing, when asked about their definition of the environmentally friendly clothing. One 

participant from the consumer group explains: 

 

.. something that has small carbon footprint so it´s made nearby locally… 

 

Where the carbon footprint of the clothing is mentioned, one of the interviewees 

suggested that the clothing is environmentally friendly when it has a small carbon 

footprint as well as when it is made locally.  
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I just wanted to add the carbon footprint because I think it’s also very 

important. 

 

People from within the consumer group discussed more about the carbon emissions 

as the main characteristic of environmentally friendly clothing. The discussion got more 

focused on carbon emissions generated during the production phase. The interviewees 

form the consumer group used claims such as the following: 

 

There should be minimum of fossil fuels spent on actually producing this 

clothing… 

I just think to change the source of energy that is being used in production, 

should be like energy so doesn’t give carbon emissions… 

 

From this discussion, the perception of a lay person or generally the consumers can be 

seen that when they think about the characteristics of environmentally friendly clothing, 

for them it is something which has lower carbon footprint than other clothing, and mainly 

in terms of emissions during the production phase. 

4.1.2 Recycled and recyclability 

In the other focus group sessions, phrases related to carbon footprint were not so 

frequently discussed, instead other characteristics of environmentally friendly clothing 

came up. One of them was the reusability of clothing material, which was a very common 

discussion point across all the groups and interviews. It was widely expressed that the 

clothes are environmentally friendly for the interviewees if the clothing material is either 

made of biodegradable, organic, recycled material and/or the clothing can be recycled or 

reused at the end of its life. The participant from the consumer group expressed: 

 

I think that the clothes should be made out of biodegradable material… 
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Interviewees from the students of master’s programme in Environmental and Natural 

Resources also mentioned much about the natural and organic material use in clothes. 

Also, one interviewee stressed that during the production, any toxic chemicals should not 

be released to environment: 

 

I personally think, natural or organic fabrics that are rather more important 

that can be used in clothes making and clothes’ recycling… 

...organically produced fabrics in the processing part, there should not be any 

toxic or chemicals used… 

 

Interviewees from the second-hand store focus group also responded similarly, and 

said: 

 

…when you are manufacturing environmental or organic cotton or something 

like this… 

…we are all working in the same direction, we are working towards reusing 

the existing material … 

 

Similar responses could be seen in other groups and interviews, where the 

interviewees argued that they considered clothes environmentally friendly, if they have 

a capacity to be reused and/or recycled. For example, an interviewee of the consumer 

group stated: 

 

…you wear it few times and then you buy a new one, so it should be reusable, 

and it should last longer… 

 

The responses from interviewees from the group of students of master’s programme 

in Environmental and Natural Resources included the following statements: 
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...first thing in my mind is that it uses fabrics from the recycled fabrics… 

…for me at least recycled material. 

…something that has been used in another time and then take it and created 

a new product. 

…I think the most environmentally friendly clothes would be the ones that are 

made from reused fabrics. 

 

While mentioning the use of type of material for clothing, the interviewee from the 

group of students from the master’s programme in Environment and Natural Resources 

also mentioned that the material should be durable and emphasized the impact of fabric 

production on humans. One interviewee particularly talked about the production method 

should be in a way that it doesn´t affect humans, specifically the hands of the people 

dealing with the fabric. 

 

…people that are producing the fabrics, it is bad for the hands and everything, 

like it is, so using like a recycled fabric… 

I think, so most of them I think clothing that has durable (material), that can 

be reused… 

 

Most responses coming from the interviewees from both the focus groups and 

individual interviews, are emphasising on the material, which should be made from 

organic or biodegradable, should be durable and material that can be reused or recycled.  

4.1.3 Long lasting 

Upon asking about the characteristics, the responses received from the interviewees also 

insisted on the fact that the clothes are environmentally friendly if the clothing is made 

from good quality material, that lasts longer than other clothes meaning that this results 

in less consumption of newer clothes. The consumer interviewees made statements like:  

 

… it should last longer. 
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An interviewee from the group of second-hand stores responded: 

 

…when the clothing item is used again and again that kind of item is 

environmentally friendly… 

 

One interviewee from the institutional focus group said that: 

 

…buying less and buying clothes that [are] going to last longer… 

…buy something […] that [should] last for long like 10 or 20 years … 

 

Issues relating to the material use in clothing production, emerged from the focus 

group of second-hand store owners as exemplified in the following:  

 

…should be very good quality, that will be considered environmentally 

friendly… 

…quality of clothing is obviously very important. 

 

Interviewees underlined that the clothes should last longer, but few stressed on the 

fact that the material should be really good quality, that will help the clothes to last 

longer. Although, it could be inferred here that the emphasis is mainly given to the 

durability of the material used. 

4.1.4 Sustainable production of clothing 

One kind of response to the characteristics of environmentally friendly clothing discussed 

by the focus group interviewees with environmental science education and background, 

related to pollution and effluents during the production of the clothing. The group 

members stressed that environmentally friendly clothing is one that takes in account 

efficient chemical usage, water and energy consumption, and reduction in pollution 

discharged into the environment during and after the production. 
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…in the processing part they should not use toxic chemicals that can be 

harmful to the environment… 

…there should not be any harmful chemicals or toxins entering environment. 

…chemicals which are not harming like water bodies around, efficient 

production method… 

 

The responses not only included environmental issues but also highlighted the social 

impacts from the production. It was further elaborated, by the focus group interviewees 

as they talked more specifically about that environmentally friendly clothing taking in 

account good working environment/conditions for the workers, good wages, and 

facilities during and after the production, such as in the transportation, sales processes, 

and facilities. Examples of responses include the following statements:  

 

…no harm to people working in manufacturing or to [the] environment… 

I would say it has a good work environment for the people that have good 

wages and facilities… 

…people that are producing the fabrics, it is bad for the hands and everything, 

[…] so using like a recycled fabric [reduces harmful effects on people]. 

4.2 Purchasing behaviour and barriers hindering pro-environmental 
consumption 

In the second part of the discussion, questions addressed purchasing behaviour of 

clothing, if the interviewees buy environmentally friendly clothing themselves or not, and 

why that is the case (see Appendix A). The responses received were more about the 

reasons why the interviewees don’t buy environmentally friendly clothing rather than 

why they do it, which helps in the research since the aim is to explore the barriers 

hindering pro-environmental consumerism in Iceland. These barriers are discussed in the 

following sections. 
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4.2.1 Lack of information on products 

Most discussions were centred around the lack of information about the clothes sold in 

Iceland on whether they are environmentally friendly or not. It was further elaborated 

upon asking that the clothes are hard to identify, and it is hard to know if the product is 

sustainably sourced. They discussed how it is easy in Iceland to go to the groceries stores 

and find items with labels identifying products as vegan, organic or gluten free. The group 

members compared such practices used in the grocery stores to the clothing stores and 

came to the point that there are not able to find environmentally friendly clothing since 

it is neither clear nor is the information available at the stores, and when it is, the labels 

tend to be really small. The interviewees from the consumer focus group expressed the 

following issues:  

 

…it is easier with groceries than with the clothes to distinguish whether this 

item is produced environmentally friendly… 

…information is basically like printed really small on the label… 

…I don´t know if it was environmentally friendly… 

 

The consumer group discussed that it is not clear if the clothing item is 

environmentally friendly or not, in the clothing stores, and it is not easy to find such 

clothing in stores. Interviewees from the same group responded that they are not able to 

find information or any special designated (labelled) area for environmentally friendly 

clothing, unlike with food products that are clearly marked and have a special designated 

area labelled “healthy products”, where they are able to find organic food and more.  

 

…there was nothing on the tag… 

…where to find environmentally friendly clothing… 

4.2.2 Buy as little as possible but higher quality 

Upon asking about if they buy environmentally friendly clothing, some interviewees from 

the focus group of students of master’s programme in Environment and Natural 
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Resources responded that they try to buy as little as possible, but when needed buy 

clothing of higher quality and take good care of it for example during the wash and 

repairing if damaged. That helps them reduce the amount of clothes they buy, and they 

also try to use the item for longer time since it is higher quality that should last longer.  

 

I’m trying to buy less, buying less clothes and higher quality… 

…I try to buy clothes that last long, and I take good care of my clothes…  

…possible to buy durable clothes because if [the] fabric is good, it can last 

longer... 

 

Similar response was received from the interviewees from the consumers group, here 

they claimed that the higher quality items are preferred in order to consume less. 

 

 …buying less clothes and higher quality so that I don’t have to buy so much… 

…I am just trying to buy higher quality and less clothing in order to be 

environmentally friendly… 

4.2.3 High cost of environmentally friendly clothing 

The high cost of environmentally friendly clothing was one of the main discussion points, 

this theme came forth in all the focus groups as well as in the individual interviews. It was 

discussed that the price for clothing is generally high in Iceland, but for the 

environmentally friendly clothing it is even higher and even if clothes are bought from 

the second-hand stores, those are also not so low in terms of prices. The interviewees 

from the focus group including students from the master’s programme in Environment 

and Natural Resources, talk about the clothing being expensive, but this topic was not 

widely discussed in this group. The examples of statements made by the interviewees 

are:  

 

…they are very expensive which it should not be… 

…in Iceland the second-hand clothing shops can be expensive… 
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Similarly, the consumer group interviewees responded the same way, one of them 

saying:   

 

…what makes it difficult for you to purchase those clothes is prices in Iceland, 

see the prices… 

 

From the institutional individual interview, the interviewee responded that:  

 

…we know that environmentally friendly clothes need to be in much higher 

prices… 

 

The institutional focus group also highlighted that the cost of environmentally friendly 

clothes and the second-hand clothing is high in Iceland. On the one hand, if one decides 

to go for the second-hand clothes, they are expensive and on the other hand the style is 

not according to the taste of consumers, they responded: 

 

…cost is a factor, like these clothes that you find here they´re pretty 

expensive... 

…there are different factors like how much it costs and the style… 

…now probably the other factors would be styling or price… 

4.2.4 Limited number of stores available 

One point that came up for the discussion was that there are not many stores offering 

sustainable or environmentally friendly clothing. The interviewees from the focus group 

of students of master’s programme in Environmental and Natural Resources expressed 

that they have not been able to find such a store, they responded:  

 

 …it´s difficult to find those kinds of clothes here… 

…I still haven´t found any shops… 
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Consumer group interviewees also responded similarly, but the interviewees 

expressed it would be more environmentally friendly if there were more stores and 

brands which were making clothes locally, they said some of following for example: 

 

…where to find things that are made more locally… 

…where to find environmentally friendly clothing… 

 

This, however, does not include the second-hand stores, which are gaining popularity 

according to the discussion specifically with second-hand store owners in Iceland. 

4.2.5 Non-availability of sizes, style, and other choices 

Apart from the limited number and availability of stores, the interviewees from the group 

of second-hand store owners as well as interviewees from the consumer group, the 

institution focus group and the individual interviews, mentioned that even if there is a 

store or if they are shopping at the second-hand store, there is always an issue related to 

the limited availability of sizes, colours, specific style and other factors. The interviewees 

mentioned this as a significant barrier, one member from the consumer group said: 

 

…for example, second-hand store, the problem is the choice… there is much 

less choice, much less sizes, …  

 

During an interview with second-hand store owners, the interviewee stressed much 

upon the less variety of clothing available to the consumers, that includes size, colour, 

style, and moreover that consumers must spend a lot of time looking for the ideal clothing 

item for themselves, that wastes a lot of time and hence acts as barrier.  

 

…it´s always usually just one product in the same size, colour and the same 

exact model… 
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…can´t guarantee that we have the products that our consumers are looking 

for, the style, time is factor… 

…it´s more time consuming… 

 

The interviewees from the institution focus group also highlighted how finding the 

ideal item from the second-hand stores requires time, additionally the participant 

explains how the market is small and said: 

 

…availability I mean it is a small market… 

…I would think that maybe time is factor, it’s much easier to go into store that 

sells all sizes…  

 

People within the second-hand stores focus group also emphasised the issue of time 

while shopping at the second-hand stores, by saying: 

 

…you need to go through a lot of clothes to find what you need… 

…can´t just go to a certain store and buy the right size and colour… 

…but it requires more time, you need to be able to know what fits you… 

 

While interviewing the interviewees from the institutions, one of the interviewees 

highlighted the same issue of Iceland being a small market for the second-hand clothing, 

also such clothing not being fashionable to consumers here was described as one of the 

barriers. The interviewee explained: 

 

…I think it is not fashionable enough for them… 

…they’re not doing it in action because I think it is a very small market as well, 

it’s one of these barriers… 
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On the contrary, where the interviewees mentioned that there are not many 

environmentally friendly clothing stores, they are expensive, and there is not much 

variety at the second-hand stores, the participant responded that they are shopping more 

at the second-hand stores and the culture of buying second-hand clothes is becoming 

more popular in Iceland. There is a growing number of such stores across the country as 

informed by the second-hand store owners, and more and more people are avoiding the 

fast fashion brands and coming to second-hand clothing stores, the interviewees 

remarked: 

 

I buy second-hand clothes and I avoid fast fashion brands 

it is a big step [second-hand store popularity] in Iceland especially now when 

it [the second-hand store] is getting a lot more popular 

4.2.6 Credibility and transparency of the brands 

Talking about barriers that are being faced by the consumers, interviewees from the 

individual interviews, as well as from the focus group with institutions, discussed widely 

about how it would help consumers to a great extent, if the clothes were labelled by some 

eco-label. On the contrary, discussion turned towards how “there is an information 

chaos”, that implied towards the confusion found amongst the consumers when it comes 

to choosing environmentally friendly clothing. Similarly, there was a discussion about 

how people have trust and transparency issues on who to trust and who not, there are 

too many labels, which products or brands are environmentally friendly, and which are 

not. It was discussed by the interviewee how the consumer could know from where this 

recycled item is coming from or how it was recycle/produced. If the product is really 

recycled or not, as well as the risk of greenwashing from the producers, which may be 

calling themselves environmentally friendly. Such concerns were raised by the expert 

interviewee, and it was suggested that there is a dire need for transparency and 

measuring sustainability when it comes to the environmentally friendly clothing, that 

complies with environmental indicators such as the United Nations’ Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) or Life Cycle Assessments (LCA). It was highlighted that:  
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…you could see recycled item but you don´t know the history; we need the 

transparency to know where it comes from and where it was produced… 

…people don’t believe what they read on the label… 

…there are so many producers calling something environmentally friendly… 

…there is no rule of how you measure the sustainability of your production 

process… 

…it is hard for consumers to recognize what is correct information and what 

is not… 

4.3 Role of government and clothing stores 

In the last part of the discussion, the interviewees were asked what government and the 

clothing stores can do, that would encourage consumers to buy more environmentally 

friendly clothing. The responses received from the interviewees mostly revolved around 

making the environmentally friendly clothing more visible by adding labels and proper 

information on them. It was also suggested that the stores should add special sections or 

designated areas for environmentally friendly clothing. It was also suggested that the 

government should work on lowering the taxes and helping environmentally friendly and 

second-hand clothing stores in various ways. Lastly, emphasis was also given on 

education and awareness raising on issues related to clothing, and that the government 

should work on promoting more environmentally friendly and second-hand clothing in 

the country. These suggestions are discussed in detail in the following sections. 

4.3.1 Labelling on clothes 

As discussed in section 4.2.1, the most frequent point that was talked about was the 

difficulty faced in finding environmentally friendly clothing in the stores, and it was 

suggested that the stores should put obvious labels or banners in the sections as well as 

on the clothes. On the contrary, in sections 4.2.6, it was discussed by the interviewees 

from the institutions, that there are too many labels and consumers are not able to trust 

these labels, which is creating confusion amongst the consumers on what to buy and 

which manufacturer/producer to trust. The interviewees from the consumer group and 

the group of students from the master’s programme in Environment and Natural 

Resources argued that if the labels are not there, consumers won´t even know that these 
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clothes fall into the environmentally friendly clothing, the consumer group interviewees 

commented the following: 

 

…sections that say this is environmentally friendly because it is hard to check 

every time… 

…I wish there was like a way to find out where to find environmentally friendly 

clothing just like I know one store like that… 

 

The focus group of students from the master’s programme in Environment and Natural 

Resources provided more suggestions for the manufacturers and brands. It was 

suggested that it would help if the labels were clear and precise, not only on the clothing, 

but it would also be helpful to have such information clearly posted online, on the website 

or on social media that consumers can research before buying, they said: 

 

…more clear information on what kind of fabric or processing; something that 

you can use to actually compare… 

…the labels which on the clothes should be clear and precise… 

…if they have that info prepared online so that one can read on the website… 

 

The focus group of students of master’s programme in Environmental and Natural 

Resources, insisted on the fact that the labels should more clear, precise, and visible. The 

interviewee supported their suggestion by giving an example of a certification scheme in 

Iceland for the tourism companies called Vakinn. They also stressed upon having an eco-

label which is international, from the Nordic countries or just from Iceland. They 

suggested: 

…if stores gave clear information about the clothes, certification like they have 

for tourism (Vakinn) … 

…I think it would be very nice to have like a label that is international that 

everybody knows… 
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Where the interviewees put emphasis on labelling environmentally friendly clothing in 

the stores, they also indulged in a discussion that if such clothing were available in the 

store, they should make it more visible by making special sections. An interviewee from 

the consumer group argued for example that: 

 

…stores should have separate section or just a sign that sells environmentally 

friendly clothes… 

 

Similarly, one interviewee from the focus group with students from the master’s 

programme in Environment and Natural Resources suggested that:  

 

…they should make it visible in the shop where there is environmentally 

friendly clothing… 

 

A comparable suggestion was also made by one of the interviewees from the 

institutional focus group: 

 

…environmentally friendly clothing [should be made] more visible… 

4.3.2 Financial incentives from the government 

Responding to the question about what government can do to help consumers buy more 

environmentally friendly clothing, the interviewees emphasised incentives from the 

government in terms of grants, lower taxes, namely value added taxes, and other sorts 

of subsidies for the stores that are selling environmentally friendly clothing as well as for 

the second-hand clothing stores. The discussion revolved around whether there is 

enough support from the government, whether the prices of such clothing will go down 

and that more people would prefer and purchase environmentally friendly clothing or 

second-hand clothes if prices were lowered. For example, the interviewees from the 

institutional focus group mentioned some of the following:  
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…government has a regulatory tool and also incentives like financial 

incentive… 

…leveraging the sale of second-hand clothes… 

…excluding second-hand clothing from value added tax… 

 

The consumers’ focus group interviewees also paid much attention and discussed 

ideas about government helping stores, those ideas mainly revolved around how the 

government can help reduce the cost of the environmentally friendly clothing, the 

interviewees suggested that: 

 

…the government [should] help reduce the price… 

…a discount or something from the government… 

…the government should lower the taxes 

…the government [should] subsidise the small businesses… 

…the government should give free space and a section (for second-hand 

stores) in well-known places… 

 

In the interview with the institutional expert, the interviewee highlighted that there 

are high taxes in the country for licensing and operation and emphasised that the 

government could help reduce the tax as well as help new start-up businesses. The 

interviewee explained: 

 

…we have (in Iceland) actually high taxes here for licenses… 

…lower the taxes on environmentally friendly clothing… 

…[create a] support system for start-up businesses… 

 

Similar responses can be seen from the focus group interview with students from the 

master’s programme in Environment and Natural Resources. Those interviewees also 
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suggested that the government could lower the import taxes for the brands importing 

environmentally friendly clothing, along with a suggestion that the government should 

help these brands with the rent in some way, and encourage them to produce clothing 

locally, they said for example: 

 

…I think they should lower import taxes of environmentally friendly clothes… 

…create incentives for people to encourage them to do more local 

production… 

…help stores with [the] rent… 

 

While discussing this question with the focus group of second-hand store owners, the 

interviewees paid much attention to this question, and suggested other ideas along with 

tax reduction. They also suggested that there should be more grants for stores which are 

solely charities (not-for-profit) and not making any profit on selling the second-hand 

clothes. Nonetheless, tax reduction remained the most popular point of view: 

 

…there are the same taxes (for second-hand stores) as new clothing stores… 

…give out grants for the stores that are 100% charity… 

…change a little bit in the tax law… 

 

An interviewee from the second-hand store owner interview also had similar ideas to 

contribute, but a new point was raised that included the suggestion that the government 

should help the second-hand clothing store or the stores selling environmentally friendly 

clothing, with the operating cost and give out some grant/fund. It was highlighted that:  

 

…grants for the operating costs… 

…[not] only tax reduction… 
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4.3.3 Public education and awareness 

During the focus group interview sessions, one thing that appeared repeatedly was that 

there is not much information about environmental issues especially related to clothing, 

second-hand clothing stores and environmentally friendly clothing. There is therefore a 

dire need to launch some sort of marketing and/or awareness campaign, that should 

include information about clothing and promoting second-hand stores and culture of 

buying and selling used clothes to reduce environmental impact. One participant from 

the consumer group underlined the promotion of culture of second-hand goods. The 

interviewee suggested that the government should promote this culture at the national 

level and encourage people to give used clothes away and also buy second-hand clothes 

as much as possible, by saying: 

 

…the government should encourage local people to give away clothes… 

…the government also can work on the cultural aspect of this subject… 

 

It was also suggested to start environmental education in schools at different levels 

and include such information in the curriculum in schools and universities. One 

interviewee from the focus group with the students of the master’s programme in 

Environment and Natural Resources claimed that: 

 

…there should be more education knowing there are universities; it is a 

process but a great awareness for the students… 

 

The interviewees from the institutional focus group also gave similar comments, and 

suggested to educate citizens on issues including the impact of textiles on the 

environment as well as on humans, promoting the use of second-hand clothes, as well 

educating on how to take care of a piece of clothing they own, the interviewee said: 

 

…education might be something that the government can do they can go 

collaborate with schools or decide like on some curriculum… 
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…how they are supposed to take care of their clothing, I think could help… 

 

In the interview with the individual from the second-hand store, a similar comment 

was made upon asking what the government should do, that will encourage consumers 

to buy more environmentally friendly clothing, the interviewee said: 

 

…I think first and foremost it’s education, educate the country, start early out 

with children… 

 

Similar comment was offered by one of the interviewees from the second-hand focus 

group, that focused upon marketing in the country that should promote the culture of 

buying used clothes, and said: 

 

…marketing towards the Icelandic people that you should buy second-hand… 
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5  Discussion 

The aim of this study was to explore the barriers consumers face when shopping for 

environmentally friendly clothing in Iceland. This thesis aims to fill this gap by conducting 

the research in Iceland and providing insight into the views of the consumers themselves, 

experts, second-hand clothing store owners and officials from different institutions, 

about the barriers faced by the public in Iceland, in terms of becoming pro-environmental 

consumers of clothing. This section provides insights about the characteristics of 

environmentally friendly clothing in Iceland, barriers faced by the consumers in order to 

be pro-environmental consumers, and lastly the suggestions on how the government and 

stores can encourage consumers to buy more environmentally friendly clothing in 

Iceland. 

5.1 Characteristics of environmentally friendly clothing 

As far as the characteristics of the environmentally friendly clothing are concerned, most 

interviewees were more or less consistent with their answers, except for the consumer 

group, that was the only group that emphasized a low carbon footprint as the main 

characteristic of environmentally friendly clothing.  

Four sub-themes emerged, and an overview of answers given by all the discussion 

sessions is provided in Table 4 below. 
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Table 4: Overview of the answers provided by interviewees on characteristics of environmentally 
friendly clothing  

 ENR Students Consumers 
Second-hand 

clothing stores 
Institutions 

Low carbon 

footprint  
 x   

Recycled and 

recyclability  
x x x  

Long lasting  x x x 

Sustainable 

production 
x    

 

The characteristics of environmentally friendly clothing that emerge from the focus 

group sessions as well as from the individual interviews, are the ability to reuse and 

recycle, long lasting, and sustainably produced. Only the consumer group stressed a low 

carbon footprint as well as other components, as compared to other groups as shown 

above in Table 4. It seems that a lay person is generally thinking that the clothing is 

environmentally friendly when the item has a lower carbon footprint as compared to 

other items, mainly the attention was given on less emissions during the production of 

the clothing. This aligns with the discussion on emissions from the textile industry, but 

this industry is one of the biggest polluters when it comes to carbon emissions, it is 

estimated that this industry contributes 4-5 billion tonnes of CO2 annually, which is 8-10% 

of total emissions (Niinimäki et al., 2020). 

Another characteristic that was discussed by all the groups, expect for the institutional 

one, is the reusability of clothing material. The answers were more about the clothing 

material being made out of biodegradable, organic, recycled material and/or the clothing 

that can be recycled or reused at the end of the life. More specifically, the students from 

the master’s programme in Environment and Natural Resources emphasized the 

environmental and human aspects; they mostly talked about the production method, 

that during the production there should not be any toxic chemicals released in the 

environment and it should be in a way that it doesn´t affect humans, specifically the 
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hands of the people dealing with the fabric. This aligns with the discussion on effects on 

humans from the textile industries, but this industry uses number of chemicals, which 

pose a risk while using and disposing of them, and an estimated 10% of such chemicals 

are recognized to have negative effects on humans (Niinimäki et al., 2020). 

On the contrary, the students from the master’s programme in Environment and 

Natural Resources did not mention anything related to the third sub-theme of durability 

(long lasting), as compared to the other groups. The interviewees in all sessions stressed 

the fact that if the clothing is made out of good quality material, that will last longer 

resulting in less consumption of new clothes. 

Another characteristic of the environmentally friendly clothing that was not discussed 

in any group other than the students from the master’s programme in Environment and 

Natural Resources, was that for them the clothes are environmentally friendly if the 

production method takes into account efficient chemical, water and energy use, and 

reduction in pollution discharged into the environment during and after the production. 

The responses not only included environmental issues but also highlighted the social 

impacts from the production. They more specifically discussed that for them, the 

environmentally friendly clothing also takes in account good working environment and 

conditions for the workers, good wages, and facilities during and after the production, 

such as in the transportation, sales processes, and facilities. Such characteristics if 

adopted in the production can really help improve the environmental impact since this 

industry is heavy user of water and energy and emits high amount of pollution in the 

environment (Hasanbeigi, & Price, 2015). It is estimated that whole fashion industry is 

responsible of discharging approximately 20% of total wastewater from industries after 

dyeing and other textile treatments (Niinimäki et al., 2020). 

5.2 Barriers faced by the consumers while shopping for environmentally 
friendly clothing 

The aim of the study is to explore the barriers consumers face when shopping for 

environmentally friendly clothing. The consumers groups that included the general 

population and the students from the master’s programme in Environment and Natural 

Resources, were asked if they buy environmentally clothing, on the contrary, the second-
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hand store owners and institution sessions were directly asked about their opinion on 

what are the barriers that consumers face.  

Six sub-themes emerged, and an overview of the answers given by all of the discussion 

sessions about the barriers are provided below in the Table 5.  

Table 5: Overview of the answers provided by interviewees on barriers hindering pro-environmental 

consumption 

 ENR Students Consumers 
Second-hand 

clothing stores 
Institutions 

Lack of 

information on 

products 

 x   

Buy as little as 

possible but 

higher quality 

x x   

High cost of 

environmentally 

friendly clothing 

x x  x 

Limited number 

of stores 

available  

x x   

Non-availability 

of sizes, style 

and other 

choices 

 x x x 

Credibility and 

transparency of 

the brands 

   x 

 

The results show that consumers find that there is a lack of information about the 

clothes sold in Iceland if they are environmentally friendly or not. It was more elaborated 

that the clothes are hard to identify and don’t know if the product is sustainably sourced. 

This response was provided by the consumers group only, which indicates that consumers 
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are aware that there is a lack of information, or possible that the consumers themselves 

are not informed about where to find such clothing. These results are consistent with 

literature where such kind of barrier is categorised as an external barrier. This physical 

barrier is described as when the necessary infrastructure is limited (Gifford et al., 2011). 

Recent studies have also found that store-related attributes such as insufficient supply of 

environmentally friendly clothing and stores design contributes a lot and acts as a barrier 

(Chan & Wong, 2012). The findings also show that consumers in Iceland find it easy to go 

to the groceries stores and find food products that have labels specifying whether food is 

vegan, organic or gluten free. However, in terms of clothing the consumers are not able 

to quickly distinguish and identify if the clothing item is environmentally friendly or not. 

Table 6 present the barriers identified in this study comparing to the barriers in 

literature faced by the consumers in order to be pro-environmental consumers.    

Table 6: Barriers identified in study compared to the barriers in literature 

Barriers identified in the 

study 

Barriers coinciding with 

literature 
References 

Lack of information on 

products 

Lack of necessary 

infrastructure and store 

related attributes  

Gifford et al., 2011; Chan & 

Wong, 2012 

Buy as little as possible but 

higher quality 
Rebound effect  Hertwich, 2005 

High cost of environmentally 

friendly clothing 
High cost of green products Thøgersen, 2014 

Limited number of stores 

available  

Time and convenience 

barrier, Lack of necessary 

infrastructure 

Heung, 2003; Gifford et al., 

2011; Chan & Wong, 2012 

Non-availability of sizes, style 

and other choices 

Time and convenience 

barrier 
Heung, 2003 

Credibility and transparency 

of the brands 

Eco-labels in effective in 

changing consumer 

behaviour 

Horne, 2009 
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Only the consumers group and the group of students from the master’s programme in 

Environment and Natural Resources provided information that how they try to buy as 

little as possible, and when they buy, they are buying higher quality clothing, so it helps 

them reduce the amount of new clothes they buy. Here this kind of response can be 

related to the rebound effect, where behaviour reducing the consumption or 

environmental impact helps offsetting the harm caused before (Hertwich, 2005). As a 

result of reducing the consumption of low-quality fast fashion clothing items and buying 

higher quality long-lasting clothing instead can help in the rebound effect or even the 

backfire effect. 

It was found in the study that the price for the clothing is generally very high and for 

the environmentally friendly clothing it is even higher and even if clothes are bought from 

the second-hand stores, those are also not so low in terms of prices. On the other hand, 

if one decides to go for the second-hand clothes, the style is not according to the taste of 

consumers. These findings come from all the group and mentioned a lot in the discussion, 

except from the discussion sessions conducted with the second-hand stores. The 

interviewees did mention not much variety and sizes being available, but the high cost 

was not mentioned. These findings are accordance with the literature, and it is 

categorised as an internal barrier, where green products for example organic food, green 

electric solution like solar panel are expensive and require higher capital investment, 

hence lack of the resource contributes and hinders pro-environmental consumption 

(Thøgersen, 2014). The findings in this study also indicate that not only is new 

environmentally friendly clothing expensive, but that even second-hand clothing can be 

too expensive according to the interviewees in this study. Since Iceland is an expensive 

country when it comes to cost of living, that also influences the quality of life and 

purchasing power, overall products sold in Iceland are costly including the 

environmentally friendly clothing as well as the second-hand clothing (see more data 

from Numbeo.com https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/in/Reykjavik). 

Another barrier that emerged in this study is that there are not many stores offering 

sustainable or environmentally friendly clothing in Iceland. This issue was raised both in 

the consumer group and the group of students from the master’s programme in 

Environment and Natural Resources. It was also brought to the attention that it would be 
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much more environmentally friendly if there were more stores and brands which were 

making clothes locally. This again comes under the category of external barrier, when the 

physical barrier is hindering consumers to be a pro-environmental consumer in Iceland 

(Chan & Wong, 2012; & Gifford et al., 2011). 

Adding to the physical barrier of there being a limited number and availability of 

stores, the findings show that even if there are stores selling environmentally friendly 

clothing or if the consumers are shopping at the second-hand store, they always face an 

issue related to availability of specific sizes, colours, and specific style. This barrier also 

makes consumers spend a lot of time looking for the ideal clothing item for themselves, 

that wastes a lot of time and hence acts as barrier. This response can be seen coming 

from the all the groups except for the group of students from the master’s programme in 

Environment and Natural Resources. The second-hand store group especially emphasized 

this issue and were very much aware of this barrier. The literature suggests that time is a 

key component when it comes to consumers’ convenience, as in a study about using the 

internet to book international travel, and the time saving along with convenience came 

up to be the main reasons to use internet for travel (Heung, 2003). 

This finding also shows how looking for the ideal item from the second-hand stores 

requires time, additionally the participant explains how the market is small. It was 

described that there is an issue that in Iceland there is a small market for the second-

hand clothing, also such clothing not being fashionable enough to the consumers was 

described as one of the barriers. This barrier is not aligned with the literature reviewed 

earlier and it is something new that surfaced, that explains how the small population of 

the country, acts as a barrier for the second-hand stores to operate. Not only for the 

second-hand stores, since it is a small market, there are not many types and sizes of the 

clothes given away, resulting in small variety of sizes and style being available in the 

second-hand stores. 

Despite these barriers, the interviewees also pointed out that they are shopping more 

at second-hand stores and that the culture of buying second-hand clothes is becoming 

more popular in Iceland. There is a growing number of such stores across the country as 

informed by the second-hand store owners, and more and more people are avoiding fast 

fashion brands and are coming to second-hand clothing stores. Fast fashion items are 
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discarded within several years after they were produced, making it 22% of total world 

waste, and have been estimated to increase to 40% of landfilled textile in 10-year period 

in the US (Niinimäki et al., 2020). 

Another point that emerged from the findings is how it would help consumers to a 

great extent if the clothes were labelled by some eco-label. On the contrary, discussion 

turned towards how there is confusion caused by so many eco-labels available and so 

many brands claiming to be environmentally friendly. The themes of trust and 

transparency emerged related to whom to trust and who not, which products or brands 

are environmentally friendly, and which are not. This can mainly be seen coming from the 

sessions conducted with the institutions. It was discussed that how would the consumer 

know that from where this recycled item is coming from or how it was recycle/produced. 

This barrier of trust is something new surfaced, it is also related to the fear of brands 

greenwashing, and concerns were raised that there is need of transparency and 

measuring sustainability when it comes to the environmentally friendly clothing, that 

complies with environmental indicators such as Sustainable Development Goal (SDGs) 

developed under the United Nations or Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). However, in 

literature it is discussed that the eco-labels provide clear information, but they are not 

very effective in changing behaviour and choice of the consumer, and government 

involvement for example, product bans, brand responsibilities, repairing options, take-

bake options, and taxes, help improve consumer consumption actions (Horne, 2009). 

Figure 3 depicts an overview of the barriers hindering pro-environmental 

consumerism in Iceland based on the findings of the study. 
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Figure 3: Model of the barriers hindering pro-environmental consumerism in Iceland 

5.3 Government and stores encouragement of consumption of 
environmentally friendly clothing 

For the practical contribution of the study, the interviewees were also asked about what 

government and the stores (brands) can do to encourage people to consumer 

environmentally friendly clothing more. Three sub-themes emerged, and an overview of 

the answers given by the all the discussion sessions about the role of government and 

stores in encouraging consumers to buy more environmentally clothing, are provided in 

the Table 7. 

Table 7: Overview of the answers provided by interviewees on role of government and stores 

 ENR Students Consumers 
Second-hand 

clothing stores 
Institutions 

Labelling on 

clothes  
x x  x 

Financial 

incentives from 

the government 

x x x x 

Internal barriers

Limited knowledge

Limited knowledge 
about environmentally 

friendly clothing in 
Iceland

Lack of resources
High cost of 

environmentally 
friendly clothing 

External barriers

Physical barriers

limited number of 
stores available

Non-availability of 
sizes, style and other 

choice

Institutional barriers
Credibility and 

transparency of brands

Economic barriers

High cost of 
environmentally 

friendly and second-
hand clothes

Barriers 
hindering pro-
envrionmental 
consumerism 

in Iceland 
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Public education 

and awareness 
x x x x 

 

Except for the second-hand stores, all the groups responded that the stores should put 

obvious labels or banners in the sections as well as on the clothes. Some also argued that 

if the labels are not there, consumers won´t even know that these clothes fall into the 

environmentally friendly clothing category and it would help if the labels were clear and 

precise, not only on the clothing, but it would also be helpful to have such information 

clearly posted online, on the website or the social media that consumers can research 

before buying. It was also suggested that an eco-label can be international, from the 

Nordic countries or just from Iceland. An example was also given of certification active in 

Iceland for the tourism companies called Vakinn. Research conducted for an eco-labelled 

Whale Watching Tour operator in Iceland was found that most tourists were not 

particularly aware of the Blue Flag eco-label and didn’t choose the operator based on the 

label but the price, since the certified operator was linked with higher prices (Lissner, & 

Mayer, 2020). 

When it comes to what government can do to help consumers, it was emphasised that 

there should be incentives from the government. This response can be seen coming from 

the all the groups and in all the session this was the most stressed responses received in 

this study. The grants should in terms of lower taxes, namely value added taxes, and other 

sorts of subsidies for the store that are selling environmentally friendly clothing as well 

as for the second-hand clothing stores. More emphasise was given on the high cost for 

licensing and operation and highlighted that government could help reduce the tax as 

well as help the new start-up businesses. Local production, helping stores with rent, 

grants for the charities (not-for-profit) stores, are also some of the important suggestions 

that surfaced. 

Another suggestion that surfaced for the government is to launch some sort of 

marketing and/or awareness campaign, that should include information about clothing 

and promoting second-hand stores and culture of buying and selling used clothes to 

reduce environmental impact. As found in the literature that culture affect the 

consumption choices in the society (Swim et al., 2011). Here the suggestion can be seen 
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coming from all the groups and much stressed was giving on promoting and nurturing the 

culture and consumption activities like buying and giving away used clothes, which can 

help consumer develop this life choices as lifestyle (Arnould & Thompson, 2005). 

Also, it was also suggested to start environmental education in schools at different 

levels and include such information in the curriculum in schools and universities, that will 

educate citizens on issues including the impact of textiles on environment as well as on 

humans, promote use of second-hand clothes, as well educate on how to take care of a 

piece of clothing they own. This can be seen coming from the notion that people do not 

completely understand the seriousness of environmental problems like climate change 

(Leiserowitz, 2005), or impacts of textiles on the environment and humans (Hasanbeigi, 

& Price, 2015; Cervellon & Wernerfelt, 2012). 

On the contrary, where education and awareness raising programmes are suggested, 

in the literature it can be seen clearly that relationship between knowledge and attitude 

about environmental issues to pro-environmental behaviour was found not to be so 

strong (Hines et al., 1987). The studies have shown that the after the much awareness 

and education, behaviours are not translated into action while shopping for 

environmentally friendly products, but it is bound by other limitations that consumers 

face (Singh & Verma, 2017). The limitations are the barriers that are mentioned before, 

and this was the aim of this study to find out the barriers and role of government and 

stores in removing those barriers.  
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6 Conclusion  

The study provides information about the experience of the consumers in becoming more 

pro-environmental in Iceland and what kind of barriers they may face in doing so. The 

study contributes to the literature by exploring different kinds of barriers that hinder pro-

environmental consumption in Iceland, an issue that has not been well-studied in Iceland 

when it comes to the textile and fashion industry. The study shows that most barriers are 

aligned with the literature but when it comes to the size of the population, the processes 

are a bit more difficult for the consumers as well as for the brands. The findings show that 

along with other barriers, the small population is another barrier faced in Iceland, since 

the market is small, there are not many stores available alongside there are very few 

varieties of clothes. The sizes, styles and other choices are limited, because of limited 

number of stores, and on the top of it, the consumers find such clothing to be expensive 

as compared to the big famous fast fashion brands. 

The results show that there is much that the stores and government can do, that would 

encourage consumers to buy more environmentally friendly clothing. The stores can help 

by putting proper labelling that distinguish such clothing from the regular one and place 

it in a special designated section in the store that would help consumers know that the 

section only contains environmentally friendly clothing. On the other hand, the 

government is expected to help such stores in a way that will reduce the amount of taxes 

being paid by the environmentally friendly clothing stores and by the second-hand 

clothing stores. The government can also help in this regard by introducing some kind of 

grant scheme for the second-hand clothing stores, especially the ones that are not-for-

profit and solely run for charity purposes.  

Due to COVID-19, most of interviewees for the study found it difficult to join the time 

and date selected for the focus group interviewees. First, it was difficult to find a time 

frame that would suit everyone´s time schedule, and later unforeseen commitments 

made it difficult for them to join. Those interviewees were later interviewed on an 

individual basis. The other point is the focus group interviews were conducted online and 
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the non-verbal ques were hard to gauge as the internet connectivity and other technical 

issues made it difficult for the interviewees to be fully engaged in the discussion sessions. 

It is recommended that in the future studies, the focus group interviews should be 

conducted by meeting interviewees personally and increase the number of interviewees 

partaking in the study. Conducting this study on a bigger scale with more interviewees 

will surely help in gaining deeper insights through discussion on the topic. 
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Appendix A 

For Consumers (incl. ENR students): 

Main questions 
Theme 

explored 
Example probe 

How would you define 
environmentally friendly 
clothing? 
Or what is your definition of 
environmentally friendly 
clothing? 

Defining 
environmentally 
friendly clothing 

How would you define 
environmentally friendly clothing? 
What do you think are the main 
characteristics of environmentally 
friendly clothing? 
Quality of clothing, so it lasts 
longer.  
Production method? Like water 
less technique? 
Should have reusing and recycling 
possibilities? 

Do you usually purchase 
environmentally friendly 
clothing? 
 
And 
 
What makes it difficult for 
you to purchase 
environmentally friendly 
clothing? 

Barriers related 
to clothing 

Do you purchase environmentally 
friendly clothing regularly? 
Why or why not? 
Would you be more like to buy 
more environmentally friendly 
clothing if there were more stores 
in Iceland selling environmentally 
friendly clothing? 
Would you be more like to buy 
more environmentally friendly 
clothing if it were cheaper? 
Would you be more like to buy 
more environmentally friendly 
clothing if the brands have 
dedicated section in store for such 
clothing? 

What can 
businesses/government can 
do that would encourage you 
to buy more environmentally 
friendly clothing? 

Motivation to 
change  

Is there anything businesses could 
do that would encourage you to 
buy more environmentally 
friendly clothing? 
Social media promotion? 
Advertisement? 
Is there anything government 
could do that would encourage 
you to buy more environmentally 
friendly clothing? 
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For experts and people from institutions: 

Research questions Theme 
explored 

Example probe 

How would you define 
environmentally friendly 
clothing? 
 
Or what is your definition of 
environmentally friendly 
clothing? 

Defining 
environmentally 
friendly clothing 

How would you define 
environmentally friendly clothing? 
What do you think are the main 
characteristics of environmentally 
friendly clothing? 
Quality of clothing, so it lasts 
longer.  
Production method? Like water 
less technique? 
Should have reusing and recycling 
possibilities? 

Are there any barriers faced 
by the consumers while 
shopping in order to be pro-
environmental consumers? 

Barriers related 
to clothing 

Do you think consumers purchase 
environmentally friendly clothing 
regularly? 
Why or why not? 
Do you think consumers would 
buy more environmentally 
friendly clothing if there were 
more stores in Iceland selling 
environmentally friendly clothing? 
Do you think consumers would 
buy more environmentally 
friendly clothing if it were 
cheaper? 
Do you think consumers would 
buy more environmentally 
friendly clothing if the brands 
have dedicated section in store for 
such clothing? 

What can 
businesses/government can 
do that would encourage 
consumers to buy more 
environmentally friendly 
clothing? 

Motivation to 
change  

Is there anything businesses could 
do that would encourage 
consumers to buy more 
environmentally friendly clothing? 
 
Is there anything government 
could do that would encourage 
consumers to buy more 
environmentally friendly clothing? 
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For second-hand store owners: 

Research questions Theme 
explored 

Example probe 

How would you define 
environmentally friendly 
clothing? 
 
Or what is your definition of 
environmentally friendly 
clothing? 

Defining 
environmentally 
friendly clothing 

How would you define 
environmentally friendly clothing? 
What do you think are the main 
characteristics of environmentally 
friendly clothing? 
Quality of clothing, so it lasts 
longer.  
Production method? Like water 
less technique? 
Should have reusing and recycling 
possibilities? 

Are there any barriers faced 
by consumers while shopping 
in order to be pro-
environmental consumers? 

Barriers related 
to clothing 

Do you think consumers purchase 
environmentally friendly clothing 
or second-hand clothes regularly? 
Why or why not? 
Do you think consumers would 
buy more environmentally 
friendly clothing if there were 
more stores in Iceland selling 
environmentally friendly clothing? 
Do you think consumers would 
buy more environmentally 
friendly clothing if there were 
more second-hand stores in 
Iceland? 
Do you think consumers would 
buy more environmentally 
friendly clothing or second-hand 
clothes if it were cheaper? 
Do you think consumers would 
buy more environmentally 
friendly clothing if the brands 
have dedicated section in store for 
such clothing? 

What can 
businesses/government can 
do that would encourage 
consumers to buy more 
environmentally friendly 
clothing? 

Motivation to 
change  

Is there anything businesses could 
do that would encourage 
consumers to buy more 
environmentally friendly clothing? 
 
Is there anything government 
could do that would encourage 
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consumers to buy more 
environmentally friendly clothing? 
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